Paris University (1957) , and attended courses at Institut d 'Etudes Politiques (1954 -1956 In 2015, he was also decorated by the EURO Distinguished Service Medal Award. In September 2017, during the 86th meeting of the EURO Working Group on MCDA in Paris, Bernard Roy received the Medal of the Polish Academy of Sciences corresponding to the highest scientific distinction conferred on personalities exterior to the Academy "for merits particularly related to the social role of science".
Bernard Roy was the author of several books and hundreds of research papers. He has been the advisor of numerous graduate and doctoral students.
Bernard Roy's main contributions focus on two broad themes:
• Graph Theory with path-breaking contributions to the theory of flows in networks and project scheduling (with the invention of the 'activity-on-nodes' method).
• Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding with the invention of the family of ELECTRE methods and methodological contributions to decision aiding that have led to the creation of the European School of MCDA.
He was active in research until the last days of his life. His recent research addressed robustness in operational research and decision aiding, and multiple criteria tools for collective decision (called "concertation" in French).
His personality was non-dissociable from his family, and especially his lovely wife Françoise, with whom he had five children. Françoise passed away in 2015. Their house in Sèvres was particularly warm and friendly to the guests. Meetings at their table covered with dishes prepared by Françoise and wines chosen by Bernard were a feast at once gastronomic and intellectual, refined in simplicity.
In his office at LAMSADE, Bernard Roy had two portraits: those of Descartes and Pascal. I would say that they represented a mix of rationality and spirituality peculiar to him.
Despite his overwhelming scientific esteem, Professor Bernard Roy was a modest and considerate person. He radiated enthusiasm and kind encouragement for the young. We will keep a grateful memory of him alive.
